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Introduction

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Authors

The creation of this bus was made possible by many people, so a huge thanks to everyone involved.
I'll try my best to list all of them in no particular order:

· Busfahrer-JJ (modeling of the bus)

· Skinner_11 (modeling of the dashboard/extras, some scripts, this manual)

· Tatrafan99 (Import to Omsi)

· MR-Software (scripts/sounds/etc)

· Mani-Vest (Joint animation)

· Nico K. (Sound)

· florian99 (lot of extras, helping with the manual, repaints)

· Adamkings14 (repaints)

· padarmartin (scripts/converting the dashboard)

· Sprintex (textures, repaints)

· Alterr & Wizard (scripts)

· RATTI (more realistic drivetrain scripts)

· nemeza (scripts)

· JXBELL (EMKE printer)

· Sven Daniel (Ticketbox printer)

· Seevetal LetsPlayer (Pictures/Videos)

· Spike (pictures and drivetrain data)

· Tamás Molnár (feedback and information about the real bus)

· Márton Béres (pictures/videos/some sounds)

· Neoplaner (Tips and Tricks/Omsi Import)

Some scripts and fonts were used from the Volvo 7700, special thanks to the creators of that bus:

· Lion's

· Craher

· Siroccoxp

· Volvo7005

· LPG

· gx7767-studio

Last, but not least I would like to thank the beta tester team, who helped to notice a ton of small (and some
bigger) problems and bugs:

· Routeres

· Sosi

· boeingbalint

· greclev

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EBook and documentation generator
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Acknowledgments

License

· This addon is completely free and as such it is illegal to redistribute it or any parts of it for commercial
use.

· Do not use any parts of the addon without our permission!

· Modifications are allowed for both private and downloadable purposes (see last chapter)

· Reuploading the addon to any kind of website is prohibited, if the original link is down, contact us!

You can contact us here: 

· message any of us on the official OMSI forum: Skinner_11 / Busfahrer-JJ

Performance

This is quite a complex addon, and we are by no means professionals. Some scripts could have been
written better, more optimized. Also remember, that OMSI was designed to handle simple, old fashioned
buses, with less complex systems, and less electronics. You may need to lower your settings in order to
reach your usual FPS on heavier maps with this bus. 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

About the bus

Brief history
The model was developed in Finland under the name Carrus K206, but when presented in late 1998 together
with the Säffle-built Volvo 5000 it became known as the Volvo 7000. In addition to the 12.0 metre being built
on B7L, it was also available as the 18.0 metre articulated Volvo 7000A built on B7LA. CNG versions were
built on B10L/B10LA. Standard 12- and 18-metre versions were manufactured at the plant in Wrocław,
Poland. In Vantaa, Finland (Carrus Oy Wiima) the 12-metre version was built, in addition to some
customized lengths. Turku received some short 11-metre ones, while Helsinki received some longer ones at
12.89 metres. Production in Vantaa ceased when the plant was closed down in 2001. By this time only 43
7000s had been delivered to customers in Finland, in addition to a handful of demonstrators for various
countries.

During 2003 the model was renamed to Volvo 7700 and Volvo 7700A, to better fit with the other model
names introduced since 2001, like the 8700 and the 9700. No other changes than the name is known to
have been done to the model that year.

In 2006 it was upgraded with the B9L and B9LA chassis, and at the same time got a facelift. The front was
changed with a "grille" and new headlights, and the rear end got a "lump" at the top and new taillights. The
rest of the exterior was more or less unchanged.

In 2008 the first prototypes for a hybrid electric bus named Volvo 7700 Hybrid were built on the B5LH
chassis. Serial production started in 2010.

Volvo's Hungarian subsidiary Alfa Busz Kft in Székesfehérvár manufactured a batch of 102 Alfa Cívis 12 in
2009, which were made to look similar to the 7700. There were two prototypes and then 100 buses for public
operator DKV in Debrecen. In addition a batch of 40 Volvo 7700A were delivered to DKV the same year,

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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being specially adapted, they were rebranded as Alfa Cívis 18.

The Volvo 7700's successor, the Volvo 7900, was introduced in 2011, and the last 7700s were built in 2012.

Source: wikipedia

What is included

This package contains the 3 door version of the Volvo 7700A bodied bus, built on the B9LA chassis in two
variants:

· IVU Ticketbox ticketprinter/"IBIS" system, orange led matrix displays

· EMKE ticket printer/display controller, green BUSE matrix displays

Technical information of our version

Chassis: B9LA

Length: 18044 mm

Width: 2550 mm

Height: 3040 mm

Engine: Volvo D9BXX0 (310-380 HP)

Gearbox: ZF 6HP 604C

Top speed: 85 km/h

Full weight: 28000 kg

Seating/standing places: 52/94

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

First steps

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Installing the bus

Simply unzip the archive and copy it's content to your main OMSI folder, overwriting any files if prompted.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

First drive

After installing, don't forget to copy your favourite maps' .hof files and Linienlisten .jpg files to the buses
corresponding folders.
When you open OMSI, you will find the bus under the manufacturer Volvo, with the two subtypes listed.

WARNING

Unless you have an SSD drive, the bus can take up
to 1-2 minutes to show up. It may seem that OMSI
crashed, so just be patient and wait for a bit. After
selecting the bus, it will again take some time for
OMSI to load in all the scripts/textures and to place
the bus.

 
After the bus was placed, hit the Electricity On/Off key ('E' by default) once to switch on the main

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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electronics.
If you selected the Ticketbox version, it will fire up and ask for a driver ID and PIN. The default ID is 2512,
PIN is 2208, see the modding section on how to change these.
If you selected the EMKE version, you will need to separetely turn on the printer unit, by clicking on the 'ON'
button.
Press the Electricity On/Off key one more time, and the on-board computer will boot up, performing a self-
test.
If there is not enough air pressure, you will hear a continous warning sound. After the test is completed,
pressing and holding the Electricity On/Off key will start the engine (you may need to blip the gas a bit while
starting). Now that the engine is running, the air pressure will start to build up and the warning sound - if it
was present before - will stop. While applying full pressure on the break pedal, push the 'D' key to engage
drive gear on the automatic transmission, and off you go.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

Detailed tour of the driver's place

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Middle panel

1. Turbo pressure
2. Oil pressure
3. Coolant temperature
4. Rev counter
5. Speedometer
6. Fuel gauge
7. First and second air system pressure
8. Main display: Out/inside temperature, clock, odometer, door status

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Left side panel

1. Hazard warning switch
2. Dashboard backlight dimmer
3. Headlight switch (pull up for front foglight, push down for rear foglight)
4. Main electricity switch
5. Anti-Jackknife protector override
6. ASR override
7. HSA (Hill Start Assist) switch
8. Level up/down
9. Kneeling switch
10. Cabin A/C
11. Additional heating
12. Cabin temperature control (not simulated)

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Right side panel

1. Open/close first door
2. Open/close second door
3. Open/close third door
4. Close all opened doors
5. Mirror and windscreen heating (not simulated)
6. Bus stop brake
7. No function
8. First door wing lock
9. Driver's place lights
10. No function
11. Cabin light 1
12. Cabin light 2
13. No function
14. Gear selector

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

Left hand panel

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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1. Open/close rear roof hatch front
2. Open/close rear roof hatch back
3. Open/close front roof hatch front
4. Open/close front roof hatch back
5. Parking brake

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications

Customizing/modding

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

Repainting

Template
You will find the repaint template of the bus in your OMSI folder\Addons\Volvo 7700A FL folder
(Repainttemp_Main.tga + Repainttemp_Trail.tga). See the existing .cti files and the next topic to help you
configure your repaint. Feel free to share your repaints with the community :)

CTI items
You can use the following [item] entries to repaint parts of the bus:

· repaint_body_main: The front part of the chassis

· repaint_body_trail: The back part of the chassis

· repaint_sid: Seat texture

· repaint_Stangen: Handrail color

· repaint_Klima: Cabin air conditioner texture (Dachklima_Solo_2T.dds)

· repaint_HwTaster: Stop request button

· repaint_hubcaps: Hubcap texture (W_F_H.dds)

· repaint_advert: Ads on the side and back (reklam.tga)

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

CTI Variables

Setvars

vis_spiegel
0 Classic mirrors

1 More aerodynamic mirrors

vis_Front

0 Front without black decors

1 Grill with black decors

2
Grill and headlights with black

decors

3
Grill without and headlights with

black decors

vis_Boden
0 Floor type 1 in passengercabin

1
Floor type 2 in passengercabin

(white rubber on the edges)

vis_Klappfenster

0 Smaller, tilting windows

1 Bigger, sliding windows

2 Full windows, no openable surface

vis_Matrixerweiterung_Main
0

Only right side matrix on front
section of the bus

1
Matrix on both sides of the front

section of the bus

vis_Matrixerweiterung_Trail
0

No right side matrix on back
section of the bus

1
Right side matrix on back section

of the bus

vis_MatrixHinter
0

Rear matrix only displays the line
number

1
Rear matrix displays line number

plus destination

vis_Innenraum

0 Sidewall type 1 in passengercabin

1
Sidewall type 2 in passengercabin

(yellowish, like in the Potsdam
Volvos)

vis_Logos
0 No Volvo text on front

1 Volvo text on front

vis_FahrerKlima
0 No driver's aircon

1 Driver's aircon on top of the bus

vis_Licenseplate

0 German dynamic license plate

1 Hungarian dynamic license plate

2 Custom repaintable license plate

vis_Has_Foglights
0 No foglights

1 Foglights visible and operational

vis_Engine_PWR
0 310LE

1 340LE

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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2 360LE

3 380LE

vis_Antrieb
0

"Flat" gear selector buttons
(D,N,R)

1
"Tall" gear selector buttons

(1,2,3,D,N,R)
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

What else?

· You can change the ID and PIN for the Ticketbox in the Script\IVU_Ticketbox\IBIS_constfile.txt file.

· In game, you can change the hubcaps of the bus, by clicking on the first wheels. You get to choose
from 5 variations. The 6th click will reset the hubcaps.

· There is a third pedal to the left of the brake. After clicking on it, you can adjust the dashboard's height
and rotation by clicking and dragging on the steering wheel.

· To the right of you, in the storage compartment of the driver's door, there is a folder. By clicking it, you
can put it on the steering wheel opened, revealing the active schedule and line codes (if installed for the
current map).

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

Modding

Modding of the bus is welcomed by us. We're looking forward to swapped matrixes, onboard displays,
different IBIS systems... But please, keep quality in mind, and credit the original creators of the bus. If you
have any questions, contact us :)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Final notes

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Known bugs

As stated earlier, we're just a bunch of modders, we have our own everyday life to take care about. This bus
was in development for quite a long time, so instead of fiddling around with it for who knows how long, we
decided to release it as it is. Thus, some smaller bugs are still there, which we couldn't fix. If you are a
modder yourself and think you could help us patch these up, or you found an unlisted problem with the bus
feel free to contact us.

· the engine is very prone to stalling, especially when reversing

· the onboard destination sign can't display some characters, like ö,ü,ő... (needs a different font)

· the EMKE version's matrix could could print some destinations incorrectly, sometimes you need to
input the line and destination in the Alt menu as well, or the passengers won't get on the bus

· the suspension of the bus is a bit too "wobbly"

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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